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The main purpose of this paper is to prove the stable range 1 condition for a number of classes 
of rings and algebras. Using a modification of a computation of D.V. Tyukavkin, stable range 
1 (and a bit more) is obtained from the following simple condition on a ring R : given any x, y E R, 
thereisaunituERsuchthatx-uandy-u-’ are both units. Verification of the latter condition 
then yields stable range 1 in a number of cases, e.g.: (1) any algebra over an uncountable field, 
in which all non-zero-divisors are units and there are no uncountable direct sums of nonzero one- 
sided ideals; (2) any algebra over an uncountable field, with only countably many primitive factor 
rings, all of which are artinian; (3) the endomorphism ring of any noetherian module over an 
algebra as in (2); (4) any algebraic algebra over an infinite field; (5) any integral algebra over a 
commutative ring which modulo its Jacobson radical is algebraic over an infinite field; (6) any 
von Neumann regular algebra over an uncountable field, which has a rank function. Using other 
techniques, it is proved that finite Rickart C*-algebras, strongly n-regular von Neumann regular 
rings, and strongly n-regular rings in which every element is a sum of a unit plus a central unit, 
all have stable range I. Finally, for an arbitrary commutative ring some overrings with specified 
stable range properties are constructed, in particular a more or less canonical overring having 
stable range 1. 
0. Introduction 
Except where specifically noted otherwise, all rings in this paper are associative 
with unit, and all modules are unital. Recall that a ring R satisfies stable range 1 
provided that for any a, b E R satisfying aR + bR = R, there exists y E R such that 
a + by is right invertible. This condition is left-right symmetric by [25, Theorem 21. 
In a ring with stable range 1, all one-sided inverses are two-sided [26, Theorem 2.61, 
and so in the definition above a + by must be a unit. Equivalently, R has stable range 
1 if and only if for any a, x, b E R satisfying ax+ b = 1, there exists y E R such that 
a+ by is a unit. For any positive integer n, the matrix ring M,,(R) has stable range 
1 if only if R has stable range 1 [25, Theorem 31. Moreover, if R has stable range 
1 and e is any idempotent in R, then eRe has stable range 1 [26, Theorem 2.81. 
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For further properties of rings with stable range 1, and a survey of rings known 
to have stable range 1, see [26]. We mention in addition that stable range 1 in en- 
domorphism rings implies cancellation in direct sums: if A, B, C are modules such 
that A @BG A @C, and End(A) has stable range 1, then BG C [7, Theorem 21. 
A ring R is said to be directly finite if and only if all one-sided inverses in R are 
two-sided, i.e., any x,y E R satisfying xy= 1 also satisfy yx= 1. Combining two of 
the results above shows that if R is any ring with stable range 1, then all the matrix 
rings M,,(R) are directly finite. A module A is direct/-v finite if and only if A is not 
isomorphic to any proper direct summand of itself. Equivalently, A is directly finite 
if and only if the ring End(A) is directly finite in the previous sense [lo, Lemma 5.11. 
1. Unit l-stable range 
Our key method for obtaining stable range 1 applies to any ring R containing 
enough units to satisfy the following condition: for any x,y E R there is a unit u E R 
suchthatx-uandy-u-’ are both units. In this section we indicate some other K- 
theoretic consequences of this condition, in particular stability for general linear 
groups. Because of the generous supply of units in R guaranteed by this condition, 
we can actually obtain a strong form of stable range 1, as follows: 
Lemma 1.1. For a ring R, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Whenever a, 6, x E R satisfy ax + b = 1, there exists a unit u E R such that a + bu 
is a unit. 
(b) Whenever a, bE R satisfy aR+ bR = R, there exists a unit u E R such that 
a + bu is a unit. 
(c) Whenevera,,...,a,~Rsati.sfya,R+~~~+a,R=R, thereexistunitsu,,...,u,,E 
R such that alu, +... +a,u,= 1. 
Proof. (c) = (b) * (a). Obvious. 
(a)=,(b). Say ax+ by = 1 for some x, y E R. By (a), there is a unit u E R such that 
the element ~=a+ byu is a unit. Then byuum’+aop’ = 1. Using (a) again, there is 
a unit w E R such that b + au-‘w is a unit. Hence, a + bw-‘v is a unit, as desired. 
(b)*(c). The cases n = 1,2 are clear from (b). Now assume that n>2, and write 
a,xl + ... +a,,x,, = 1 
for some xi E R. Applying the case n = 2 to the relation alxl + (a,x, + ... + a,x,) = 1, 
there exist units u, w E R such that 
a,v+azxzw+ . ..+a.,x,,w = 1. 
Hence, replacing xl, . . . ,x, by u, x2 w, . . . , x,w, we may assume that xl is a unit. After 
applying the same procedure to the relation 
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a~x*+(a’x,+a3X3+ ... + a,x,) = 1, 
we may assume that xi and x2 are both units, and so on. q 
Definition. We say that a ring R satisfies (right) unit l-stable range if and only if 
the equivalent conditions of Lemma 1.1 hold in R. (This terminology was chosen 
to be parallel with the usage ‘unitary l-stable range’ for C*-algebras, as in [ 141.) 
That unit l-stable range is stronger than stable range 1 is shown already by the field 
z/277. 
The following simple result is our source of supply for rings satisfying unit l- 
stable range. This was also discovered independently by Godefroid [S, Theoreme I]. 
Lemma 1.2. Let R be a ring. Suppose that for each x, y E R there is a unit u E R such 
that x-u and y-u-’ are both units. Then R satisfies unit l-stable range. 
Proof. Let a,x, b E R with ax+ b = 1. By hypothesis, there exist units u, u, w E R such 
that x=u+u and a=u’+w. Then 
au+b=a(x-u)+b= l-au= 1-(u~‘+w)u= --u. 
Consequently, a+ bu-’ = -wuum’, which is a unit. 0 
Rings satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 have appeared in [8, Hypothese H; 
16, Theorem 2; 20, Remark following Theorem 1.31. In particular, Godefroid 
observed that any topological ring R for which the group of units is open and dense 
in R satisfies this condition [8, Abstract]. 
Now we shall obtain a number of applications using Lemma 1.2. In particular, 
we sketch how Lemma 1.2 plus some standard arguments yield some of Godefroid’s 
results. 
If R is a ring we denote by U(R) its group of units and by CL,(R) the group of 
units of M,(R). Define E,(R) to be the subgroup of GL,(R) generated by all 
elementary matrices 1 + re,, for r E R and i#j (where the eti are the usual n x n 
matrix units in M,(R)). Let us write GE,,(R) for the subgroup of GL,(R) generated 
by E,(R) and the subgroup D,,(R) of invertible diagonal matrices. If GL,(R)= 
GE,(R) we say that R is a GE,,-ring, and if this holds for all n we say that R is a 
GE-ring. If R is a GE,-ring, then E,(R) is a normal subgroup of GL,(R) and hence 
GL,(R) = D,(R)&(R). 
It is well known, and easily verified, that any ring with stable range 1 is a GE-ring. 
If R is a GE-ring, then E,(R) = GL,(R)’ for n L 3, while if 1 is a sum of two units 
in R (and this is the case if R satisfies the hypothesis in Lemma 1.2), 
E,(R) = GL,(R)‘. Thus we obtain 
Theorem 1.3 [8, Theorems II, IV, V]. Let R be a ring. Suppose that for each x, y E R 
there exists a unit u E R such that x - u and y - u-’ are both units. Then 
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(a) All matrix rings M,,(R) are directly finite. 
(b) R is a GE-ring. 
(c) E,(R) =GL,(R)‘for all n>2. 0 
If R is a ring as in Lemma 1.2, then by [20, Theorem 1.2(ii) and proof of 
Theorem 1.31 the natural map U(R)/U(R)’ *K,(R) is an isomorphism. Hence, we 
obtain 
Theorem 1.4 [8, Theorem XIV]. Let R be a ring. Suppose that for each x,y E R there 
existsaunit uER.such thatx-uandy-u-’ are both units. Then for all n 2 2, the 
canonical maps U(R) + GL,(R) given by the rules 
u c diag(u, 1, 1, . . . , 1) 
induce group isomorphisms U(R)/U(R)’ = GL,(R)/E,,(R). 0 
We close this section by noting that Lemma 1.2 combines with a result of Helm 
to yield unit l-stable range for certain rings of bounded linear operators. 
Theorem 1.5. Let F be I? or C, let H be a Banach space over F, and let I be the ideal 
of compact operators in the algebra B(H) of all bounded linear operators on H. 
Then F+ I satisfies unit 1 -stable range. 
Proof. In [16, Corollary 51, Helm proved that F+ 1 satisfies the hypothesis of Lem- 
ma 1.2. n 
In particular, Theorem 1.5 yields that F+I is directly finite. For H a Hilbert 
space, this was proved by Berberian [3]. 
2. Algebras over uncountable fields 
In this section we show that various mild countability conditions on an algebra 
over an uncountable field will force the algebra to have stable range 1, in fact unit 
l-stable range. Our procedure is to show first that the algebra contains a generous 
supply of units, and then to obtain unit l-stable range from Lemma 1.2. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be an algebra over a field F, and let XE R. Then the right ideals 
r.ann(x- a), for cr E F, are independent. 
Proof. Viewing R as a vector space over F, we have a linear transformation on R 
given by left multiplication by x. The right ideals r.ann(x- a) are the eigenspaces 
of this linear transformation, and it is well known that the eigenspaces of a linear 
transformation corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are independent. 0 
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Theorem 2.2. Let R be an algebra over an uncountable field F, such that all non- 
zero-divisors in R are units. If R contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero 
right or left ideals, then R has unit l-stable range. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1.2, it suffices to show, for any XE R, that x- cy is a unit 
for all but countably many o E F. Since the right ideals r.ann(x- a) are independent, 
by Lemma 2.1, at most countably many of them are nonzero. Similarly, at most coun- 
tably many of the left ideals l.ann(x- a) are nonzero. For all but countably many 
CYE F, we therefore find that x- (Y is a non-zero-divisor and hence a unit, as 
desired. q 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be an algebra over an uncountable field F, such that all non- 
zero-divisors in R are units. If R can be embedded (as an F-algebra) in a countable 
direct product of right and left noetherian F-algebras, then R has unit l-stable 
range. 
Proof. Again it suffices to show, for any XE R, that x-a is a unit for all but coun- 
tably many ~EF. By assumption, there exist right and left noetherian F-algebras 
S,, Sz, ... and F-algebra homomorphisms @, : R + S, for all n such that n ker(@,) = 
0. Note that S, contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero right or left ideals. Via 
Lemma 2.1, it follows that G~(X - a) is a non-zero-divisor in S,, for all but finitely 
many (Y E F. Then x - o is a non-zero-divisor in R for all but countably many cr E F, 
and such x- (x are units. 0 
Over countable fields, Theorem 2.3 does not hold, for there exist examples of 
commutative algebras R over a countable field, such that all non-zero-divisors in R 
are units and R is a subdirect product of countably many fields, yet the stable range 
of R is arbitrarily large (Corollary 7.3). 
Theorem 2.4. Let R be an algebra over an uncountable field F. If R has only coun- 
tably many right or left primitive ideals, and if all right or left primitive factor rings 
of R are artinian, then R has unit l-stable range. 
Proof. We once again show, for any XE R, that x-(x is a unit for all but countably 
many (Y E F. If P is any of the countably many right or left primitive ideals of R, 
then R/P is simple artinian, and it follows from Lemma 2.1 that x- (Y + P is a unit 
in R/P for all but finitely many (Y E F. Thus it suffices to show that any y E R that 
maps to a unit modulo every right or left primitive ideal must be a unit. 
If y is not right invertible, then yR is contained in a maximal right ideal M, and 
A4 contains a right primitive ideal P. But then y + P lies in the maximal right ideal 
M/P of R/P, contradicting the assumption that y + P is a unit of R/P. Thus y is 
right invertible, and similarly left invertible. 0 
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Corollary 2.5. Let R be a commutative algebra over an uncountable field. If R has 
only countably many maximal ideals, then R has unit I-stable range. 0 
In particular, Theorem 2.4 applies to the localized enveloping algebras considered 
by Brown in [4, Theorem 6.11 and to the localized noetherian rings with infinitely 
many primitive ideals considered by Warfield in [27, Theorem IO]. In both cases, 
the algebras in question were first proved to have stable range 1 by a more detailed 
analysis of their structure. 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4, endomorphism rings of finitely generated 
R-modules need not have stable range 1, even if R has only finitely many primitive 
ideals and its primitive factor rings are fields, as the following example shows. A 
more delicate example, over which there is a finitely generated module that does not 
cancel from direct sums, is constructed at the end of the section (Example 2.9). 
Example 2.6. Let F be any field, let x be an indeterminate, and set R equal to the 
F-algebra 
Then R has a cyclic left module whose endomorphism ring does not have stable 
range 1. 
Proof. Let I be the left idea1 
in R, and observe that the idealizer of I in R is the subalgebra 
CF’*’ Oj F[x] F 
Hence, the endomorphism ring of R/Z is isomorphic to F[x]. However, it is well 
known that F[x] does not have stable range 1. For instance, 
x.x+(1 -x2) = 1, 
yet x+(1 -x2)y is not a unit for any y~F[x]. 0 
A slight strengthening of the condition used in Lemma 1.2 allows us to prove that 
certain endomorphism rings have stable range 1, as follows: 
Lemma 2.7. Let R be a ring and n a positive integer, and assume that for each x, y 
in the matrix ring M,(R) there exists a central unit u EM,(R) such that x- u and 
y-u-’ are both units. Let A be an R-module that can be generated by n elements. 
If all surjective endomorphisms of A are automorphisms, then End,(A) has unit 
1 -stable range. 
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Proof. Suppose that A is a right R-module. Under the standard category equiva- 
lence between right R-modules and right M,(R)-modules, A corresponds to a cyclic 
right M,(R)-module. Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that n = 1. 
We may now suppose that A = R/Z for some right ideal I of R. Then End,(A) = 
S/Z where S is the idealizer of I in R. By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to show that for 
any x,y E S there exists a unit u E S such that x - u and y - u-’ are both units in S. 
By hypothesis, there exists a central unit u E R such that x - u and y - u-’ are both 
units in R, and u,u-’ ES because they are central. Thus it is enough to show that 
any element of S which is a unit in R is also a unit in S. 
However, since we have assumed that all surjective endomorphisms of R/Z are 
automorphisms, this follows from [12, Lemma 11. For if u E S is a unit in R, then 
uZc Z and UC’ - 1 E I, whence the lemma shows that u-‘Zc I, that is, u-’ ES. 0 
Note that while the ring R of Example 2.6 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.7 
as long as F contains more than 5 elements, there are cyclic R-modules with surjec- 
tive endomorphisms that are not automorphisms [12, Example 91. 
Theorem 2.8. Let R be an algebra over an uncountable field F. Zf R has only coun- 
tably many right or left primitive ideals, and if all right or left primitive factor rings 
of R are artinian, then the endomorphism ring of every noetherian R-module has 
unit 1 -stable range. 
Proof. Observe that the hypotheses on R carry over to any matrix ring M,(R). As 
in Theorem 2.4, it follows, for any XEM,(R), that x-a is a unit for all but coun- 
tably many CXE F. Hence, given any x,y~kZ,(R), there is a nonzero scalar Q E F 
such that x--(T and y-C’ are both units. Since all surjective endomorphisms of 
any noetherian R-module A are automorphisms, we conclude from Lemma 2.7 that 
End,(A) has unit l-stable range. 0 
We conclude this section with another example showing that in the situation of 
Theorem 2.4, endomorphism rings of finitely generated R-modules need not have 
stable range 1. In fact, finitely generated R-modules need not cancel from direct 
sums. 
Example 2.9. There is a left noetherian m-algebra R such that R/J(R) E IR and R 
has a cyclic right module A that does not cancel from direct sums. In particular, 
EndR (A) does not have stable range 1, and not all surjective endomorphisms of A 
are automorphisms. 
Proof. We work with R-algebras simply because among commutative noetherian m- 
algebras there is a convenient well-known example where cancellation fails. Namely, 
let 
S= [R[x,y,z]/(x*+y*+~*- 1) and P= S3/(x,y,z)S. 
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Then S@PzS3 while PzS2 [23, Theorem 31. Choose a maximal ideal M of S with 
codimension 1; for example, 1%2=(x- 1,~~)s. There is a surjective [R-algebra map 
7-r : S+ [R with kernel M. We also denote by TC the corresponding map S,,,+ iR with 
kernel IMS,~. 
Let R be the [R-subalgebra of M,(S.,) consisting of all matrices of the form 
740) 0 
( ) b a 
where a, b E SIM. It is clear that R is left noetherian and that R/J(R)zlR. 
Now define A to be the right R-module R/I where I is the right ideal 
0 0 
( 1 so. 
It is easily seen that the idealizer of I in R is the algebra T of all matrices 
where ae_S and bES,. Since End,(A)= T/I, we obtain 
End,,(A)/J(End,(A)) = T/J(T) E S/J(S). 
As PzS’, the unimodular row (x,y, Z) in S cannot be the first row of a 3 x 3 in- 
vertible matrix over S. Because of the isomorphism of End,(A)/J(End,(A)) with 
S/J(S), the same is true for End,(A): over this ring there is a unimodular row of 
length 3 which is not the first row of any 3 x 3 invertible matrix. Thus A3=A@B 
for some R-module B which is not isomorphic to A’. 
Therefore A does not cancel from direct sums. In particular, End,(A) does not 
have stable range 1. Finally, as it is clear that for each x,y E R there is a nonzero 
cwE!?suchthatx-aandy-cw-’ are both units, we conclude from Lemma 2.7 that 
not all surjective endomorphisms of A are automorphisms. 3 
3. Algebras over infinite fields 
Continuing the pattern established in the previous section, we use Lemma 1.2 to 
show that certain algebras over infinite fields have unit l-stable range, particularly 
algebraic algebras, as well as certain endomorphism algebras of finitely generated 
modules. 
Theorem 3.1. If R is an algebraic algebra over an infinite field F, then R has unit 
1 -stable range. 
Proof. Using Lemma 1.2, it suffices to show, for any XE R, that x- (r is a unit for 
all but finitely many (x E F. There exists a non-constant polynomial p E F[t] such that 
p(x) = 0. If (Y is any scalar in F which is not a root of p, then p(f + a) has nonzero 
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constant term. Since x- cx is a root of p(f + (x), we conclude that x-a is a unit for 
any such (Y. 0 
For an algebraic algebra which is a directed union of finite-dimensional sub- 
algebras, stable range 1 is already known, as a consequence of the fact that all arti- 
nian rings have stable range 1. While we do not know whether all algebraic algebras 
have stable range 1, they do satisfy a related but weaker property called power- 
substitution, as we show at the end of the section (Theorem 3.6). 
Corollary 3.2. Let R be an algebra over an infinite field F. If all the matrix rings 
M,(R) are algebraic over F, then the endomorphism ring of every finitely generated 
R-module has unit I-stable range. 
Proof. If A is a finitely generated R-module, End,(A) is isomorphic to a factor 
algebra of a subalgebra of some M,,(R). Since M,(R) is algebraic over F, so is 
End,(A). 0 
Since a ring R has unit l-stable range if and only if R/J(R) has unit l-stable range, 
Theorem 3.1 applies immediately to any ring R such that R/J(R) is an algebraic 
algebra over an infinite field. However, to prove a corresponding version of Cor- 
ollary 3.2, a little more work is required, as follows: 
Corollary 3.3. Let R be an algebra over an infinite field F, such that M,(R/J(R)) 
is algebraic over Ffor all n. If A is any noetherian R-module, then End,(A) has 
unit 1 -stable range. 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that A is a cyclic right R-module, 
say A = R/I for some right ideal I of R. Then End,(A)=:/1 where S is the 
idealizer of I in R. 
Since A is noetherian, all surjective endomorphisms of A are automorphisms. As 
observed in the proof of Lemma 2.7, it follows from [12, Lemma l] that every ele- 
ment of S which is a unit in R is also a unit in S. Consequently, every element of 
1 + (J(R) fl S) is invertible in S, whence J(R) f~ S c J(S). Then S/J(S) is a homomor- 
phic image of S/(J(R) fl S). 
Now S/(J(R) 0 S) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of R/J(R) and thus is algebraic 
over F. Therefore S/J(S) is algebraic over F. By Theorem 3.1, S/J(S) has unit 
l-stable range, whence S has unit l-stable range, and thus S/I has unit l-stable 
range. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring such that R/J(R) is an algebraic algebra 
over an infinite field F. 
(a) Any R-algebra integral over R has unit I-stable range. 
(b) The endomorphism ring of every finitely generated R-module has unit 
1 -stable range. 
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Proof. (a) Set R*=R/J(R), and let S be an R-algebra integral over R. By Lemma 
1.2, it suffices to show, for any x,y E S, that there is a unit u ES such that X-U and 
Y-U-’ are both units. 
There exist manic polynomials p, q E R [t] such that p(x) = 0 and q(y) = 0. Let p* 
and q* denote the reductions of p and q modulo J(R). Since R* is a commutative 
algebraic F-algebra with no nonzero nilpotent elements, the F-subalgebra T of R* 
generated by the coefficients of p* and q* is finite-dimensional, and TEF, x ... x 
F,, where each F, is a field extension of F. 
Now there are at most finitely many elements u E T for which either p*(u) or q*(u) 
is not a unit. As F is infinite, there exists a nonzero scalar a E F such that p*(a) and 
q*(a-' ) are both units in T, and hence units in R*. Since cy is a unit of R*, it 
equals u+J(R) for some unit PER, and since p*(a) and q*((x ‘) are units in R*, 
we find that p(u) and q(u-‘) are units in R. 
As a result, the constant terms of p(t+ u) and q(t+ u-‘) are invertible in R. 
Since x- u is a root of p(t + u) while y ~ u -’ is a root of q(t+u-‘), we conclude 
that X-U and y-u-’ are units in R, as desired. 
(b) Since R is commutative, all the matrix rings M,,(R) are integral over R, by 
the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Therefore the endomorphism ring of any finitely 
generated R-module is integral over R. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be an algebra over an infinite field F, and assume that R is a 
directed union of right artinian subalgebras. Then the endomorphism ring of every 
finitely generated right R-module has unit I-stable range. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.7, it suffices to prove that 
(a) Given any x,y in any M,,(R) there exists cy E F such that x- a and y ~ (x ’ are 
both units; 
(b) All surjective endomorphisms of finitely generated right R-modules are 
automorphisms. 
Since F is infinite, for (a) it is enough to show that when xcM,,(R), then x-a 
is a unit for all but finitely many Q E F. By hypothesis, the matrix entries of x lie 
in some right artinian subalgebra of R, whence x lies in some right artinian 
subalgebra SCM,,(R). In S, the right ideals r.ann,s(x-cx), for CZEF, are indepen- 
dent by Lemma 2.1, and so at most finitely many of them are nonzero. When 
r.ann,(x- a) = 0, the right ideal (x- a)S has the same length as S, whence (x- cx)S= 
S and so x-a is right invertible in S. A similar argument shows that a right inverse 
of x--(x is itself invertible, and consequently x-_(y is a unit in S. 
To prove (b), we need only verify the right repetitive hypothesis of [12, Theorem 
71. However, since any M,,(R) is a directed union of right artinian subalgebras, this 
reduces to the observation that any right artinian ring is right noetherian and 
therefore right repetitive. c 
For any ring R which is a directed union of right artinian subrings, it is true that 
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the endomorphism ring of every finitely generated right R-module has stable range 
1, as shown in [19, Corollary 261. 
The conclusion of Theorem 3.5 is not in general valid for finitely generated left 
R-modules, even if R is right artinian, as Example 2.6 shows. 
Definition. A ring R satisfies (right) power-substitution [9, p.3901 provided that 
whenever a, b,xe R with ax+ b = 1, there exists y E M,(R) for some n such that the 
matrix 
diag(a, a, . . . , a) + diag(b, 6, . . . , b)y 
is invertible in M,,(R). 
As observed in [I 1, remark p. 2951, it follows from an argument of Vaserstein that 
this condition is left-right symmetric. Just as stable range 1 in an endomorphism 
ring leads to cancellation, power-substitution leads to what we have called ‘power- 
cancellation’: If A, B, C are any modules such that A@BEA@C and End(A) 
satisfies power-substitution, then B”= C” for some positive integer n [9, Corollary 
2.21. 
Obviously stable range 1 implies power-substitution. Since Theorem 3.1 implies 
in particular that all algebraic Q-algebras have stable range 1, we obtain a stronger 
than expected answer to [9, Problem D], in which it was asked whether all algebraic 
Q-algebras have power-substitution. 
To conclude this section, we show that all algebraic algebras (over fields of ar- 
bitrary cardinality) satisfy power-substitution. Together with Theorem 3.1, this 
leads us to conjecture that all algebraic algebras actually have stable range 1. 
Theorem 3.6. If R is an algebraic algebra over a field F, then R satisfies power- 
substitution. 
Proof. By applying the computation of Lemma 1.2 to matrices over R, we see that 
it suffices to show that given any x,ye R, there exists a unit UEM,(R) for some n 
such that the matrices 
diag(x,x ,..., x)-u and diag(y,y ,..., y)-u-’ 
are both units in M,,(R). 
There exist non-constant polynomials p, q E F[t] such that p(x) = 0 and q(y) = 0. 
Since the algebraic closure F* of F is infinite, there is a nonzero scalar a E F* such 
that p(a) # 0 and q(a -‘) #O, whence p(t + a) and q(t + a-‘) have nonzero constant 
terms. In the algebra R@,F[cx], the element x-a is a root of p(t + a) while the ele- 
ment y-a -’ is a root of q(t+cr-‘). Thus we find that x-a and y-a-’ are units 
in ROFF[cr]. 
Now F[a] is finite-dimensional over F, and so F[a] embeds in some M,(F). 
Consequently, the diagonal map R + M,(R) extends to an embedding of Rap F[a] 
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in M,,(R). Therefore if u denotes the image of (x under this embedding, the desired 
conditions are satisfied. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let R be an algebra over a field F. If all the matrix rings M,(R) are 
algebraic over F, then the endomorphism ring of every finitely generated R-module 
satisfies power-substitution. 
Proof. As observed in Corollary 3.2, the endomorphism ring of every finitely 
generated R-module is algebraic over F. n 
4. C*-algebras 
In the literature various conditions have been proved equivalent to stable range 
1 for a unital C*-algebra (see, e.g., [21, Theorem 2; 26, Theorem 4.2; 17, Theorem]). 
Here we show that our condition in Lemma 1.2 may be added to the list, and that 
finite Rickart C*-algebras have stable range 1. 
Theorem 4.1. For a unital complex C*-algebra R, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) R has unit l-stable range. 
(b) R has stable range 1. 
(c) R has unitary 1 -stable range: Given any a, b E R with aR t bR = R, there exists 
a unitary u E R such that a + bu is a unit. 
(d) Every element of R is a sum of a unitary and a unit. 
(e) Given any x, y E R there exists a unit u E R such that x- u and y - u-’ are 
both units. 
Proof. (a)=(b). This is clear. 
(b)=(c). [26, Theorem 4.21. 
(c)*(d). Given a E R, we have aR + (- l)R = R, and so by (c) there exists a unitary 
u E R such that a - u is a unit. 
(d)=(e). By (d), there exists a unitary LJ E R such that the element 
(1 + llYll)X- u 
is a unit. Set u= u/(1 + /I ~11); th en u and x- u are units. Also, 11 uI/ = 1 implies 
// yu/j < 1, whence 1 - yu is a unit, and therefore y-u ’ is a unit. 
(e)=,(a). Lemma 1.2. 0 
As an application of Theorem 4.1, we simplify and slightly extend a pair of results 
from [14]. 
Definition. An element a in a unital C*-algebra R satisfies unitary decomposition 
provided there exists a unitary u E R such that au LO. 
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Handelman proved that if R satisfies unitary decomposition (i.e., all elements of 
R satisfy it), then R has unitary l-stable range [14, Theorem 31. The referee of 
Handelman’s paper, using a more complicated argument, showed that if R has a 
dense subalgebra satisfying unitary decomposition, then R has unitary l-stable 
range [14, Theorem 121. (See also [12, bottom of p.414, top of p.4151.) Via 
Theorem 4.1, this can be proved quite easily, as follows: 
Corollary 4.2. Let R be a unital complex P-algebra, and assume that the set of 
elements in R which satisfy unitary decomposition is dense in R. Then R has unitary 
1 -stable range. 
Proof. Using Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that any element aE R is a sum of 
a unitary and a unit. 
By assumption, there exist b E R and a unitary u E R such that lla - 61/c 1 and 
buz0. Then 1 + bu is a unit. Moreover, the spectrum of 1 + bu is contained in the 
interval [l, a~), whence the spectrum of (1 + bu)-’ is contained in the interval (0, 11, 
and so 11(1 +bu)-‘ll< 1. Now 
and hence (1 + au)(l + bu)-’ is a unit. Thus 1 + au is a unit, and finally a + up’ is a 
unit. Since --u-I is a unitary, we are done. 0 
Handelman has also shown that C*-algebras with stable range 1 need not have 
unitary decomposition [ 14, Section II]. 
Another easy case of Theorem 4.1 occurs when R is a unital complex commutative 
Rickart C*-algebra. Then R is (isomorphic to) C(X, Q for some compact Hausdorff 
basically disconnected space X. Given aE R, let V be the closure of the set 
{xEX: la(x)- 11 <l}, 
and note that V is clopen (because X is basically disconnected). If u equals the 
characteristic function of X- V minus the characteristic function of V, then u is 
unitary and a - u does not vanish anywhere, whence a - u is a unit. Thus here again 
Theorem 4.1 shows that R has stable range 1. 
Handelman has noted that his proof of [14, Lemma 21 also proves unitary decom- 
position for any unital complex finite Rickart C*-algebra which is either monotone 
a-complete or an n x n matrix ring for some n > 1, and so such algebras have stable 
range 1. In fact, all unital complex finite Rickart C*-algebras have stable range 1, 
as we now prove. 
Theorem 4.3. If R is a unital complex finite Rickart P-algebra, then R has unitary 
1 -stable range. 
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Proof. We just prove stable range 1 and then apply [26, Theorem 4.21. Given 
a, b E R such that aR + bR = R, we must prove that a + bR contains a unit. Since R 
is a C*-algebra, aa*+ bb* is a positive unit, and so aa*+ bb*= urn’ where u is a 
positive unit in R. Then (ua)(ua)*+(ub)(ub)*= 1 and it suffices to show that 
ua + ubR contains a unit. Thus we may assume that aa* + bb* = 1. 
Since R is Rickart, there is a projection e E bb*R such that e is in the bicom- 
mutator {bb*}” and llbb*- ebb*11 < 1. Note that e commutes with aa*. Now 
/I (aa* + bb*) ~ (aa* + ebb*) 11 < 1 
and so aa* + ebb* is a unit. Thus aR + eR = R, whence aa* + e is a positive unit, and 
so aa* + e = u2 where u is a positive unit belonging to { aa* + e}“. Since e commutes 
with aa* + e, it follows that eu = ue. 
Now set c= (1 -e)K’a. Then we have 
cc* = (1 -e)um’aa*upl(l -e) = (1 -e)u~‘(U2-e)7Y’(1 -e) = 1 -e, 
and consequently c*c is a projection as well. lff= 1 - c*c, then clearly 1 -e and 1 -f 
are *-equivalent. Since R is finite, it follows from [13, Theorem 4. l] that e and f 
are *-equivalent. Let do R such that c/d*=e and d*d=f. 
Observe that cf =fc*= ec= Fe= 0 while df =ed=d and fd*=d*e=d*. From 
these relations, we obtain that the element w= c+ d is a unitary. Note that 
(1 - e)u -law* = cw* = c(c* + d*) = 1 ~ e, 
whence eum’aw*=um’aw*- 1 +e. As eu =ue, we obtain 
ea = eaw*w = u(eu ‘aw*)w = a-(1 -e)uw, 
and finally a + e(uw - a) = uw. Since e E bR we have therefore found a unit in a + bR, 
as desired. 0 
5. Unit-regular rings 
In this section we consider how the pattern developed in Section 2 applies to (von 
Neumann) regular rings. In addition, we prove that strongly z-regular regular rings 
have stable range 1. 
Definition. A ring R is unit-regular provided that for each XE R there exists a unit 
u E R such that xux =x. 
We bring this condition into our discussion because a regular ring is unit-regular 
precisely when it has stable range 1 [lo, Proposition 4.121. 
Since, in the context of regular rings, it is more common to talk of unit-regular 
rings than regular rings with stable range 1 (also, the name is shorter!), we shall 
phrase the results of this section as unit-regularity results. In order to avoid repeated 
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use of the result that regular rings with stable range 1 are unit-regular, we begin with 
the unit-regular analog of Lemma 1.2. This easy argument was extracted from a 
proof of Tyukavkin [24, Theorem 11, and the translation of this argument into 
terms of stable range 1 gave us the main method for this paper. 
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a regular ring such that for each x, y E R there is a unit u E R 
such that x-u and y-u-’ are both units in R. Then R is unit-regular. 
Proof. Given XE R, there exists YE R such that xyx=x, and there is a unit u E R such 
that x-u and y-u-’ are both units. Observe that 
xy(x- U) = x-xyu = x(u_1 -y)u, 
whence x(u -’ -y)u(x- u))‘x=xyx=x. Since (u-’ -y)u(x- u))’ is a unit, this 
proves that R is unit-regular. 3 
Theorem 5.2. Let R be a regular algebra over an uncountable field F. Assume either 
that R contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero right or left ideals, or that 
R is directly finite and contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero right ideals. 
Then R is unit-regular. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.1, it suffices to show, for any XE R, that x-a is a unit 
for all but countably many CXEF. 
By Lemma 2.1, the right ideals r.ann(x- (-w), for (Y E F, are independent, and so 
all but countably many of them are zero. When r.ann(x-a)=O, the principal left 
ideal R(x- a) has zero right annihilator, whence R(x- a) = R and so x-a is left in- 
vertible. 
Thus x-a is at least left invertible for all but countably many (Y E F. In case R 
is directly finite, all left invertible elements of R are units, and we are done. In case 
R contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero left ideals, we get x-a right in- 
vertible for all but countably many cr~F, and again we are done. 0 
In Theorem 5.2, the one-sided countability hypothesis alone is not sufficient to 
imply unit-regularity. For example, let V be a countably infinite-dimensional vector 
space over an uncountable field F, and let R be the endomorphism ring of V (acting 
on the left of V). Then R contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero right 
ideals (because V contains no uncountable direct sums of nonzero subspaces), yet 
R is not unit-regular, nor directly finite. 
Definition. Let R be a regular ring. A rank function on R is any map N: R + [0, l] 
such that for all x,y E R, 
(a) N(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0; 
(b) N(1) = 1; 
(c) N(xy) 5 N(x) and N(xy) 5 N(y); 
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(d) N(e +f) = N(e) + N(f) for all orthogonal idempotents e, f E R. 
Any map N : R + [0, l] satisfying (b), (c), (d) is called a pseudo-rank function on R. 
Corollary 5.3. Let R be a regular algebra over an uncountable field. If R has a rank 
function, then R is unit-regular. 
Proof. By [lo, Proposition 16.111, R contains no uncountable direct sums of 
nonzero right or left ideals. 3 
Corollary 5.4. Let R be a simple regular ring with an uncountable center. If all the 
matrix rings M,,(R) are directly finite, then R is unit-regular. 
Proof. By [lo, Corollary 18.41, R has a rank function. U 
Corollary 5.5 [24, Theorem 11. Let R be a regular ulgebru over an uncountuble 
field. If R is a subdirect product of countably many simple artiniun rings, then R 
is unit-regular. 
Proof. There exist maximal ideals MI, M2, . . . in R such that nM, = 0 and each 
R/M, is artinian. Since all simple artinian rings have rank functions [lo, Corollary 
16.61, there exist pseudo-rank functions N,, N2, . . . on R with ker(N,)=M; for each 
i. Then 
is a rank function on R. 3 
The previous results support various unit-regularity conjectures, namely, that any 
regular ring containing no uncountable direct sums of nonzero right or left ideals 
should be unit-regular, or that every regular ring with a rank function should be 
unit-regular [lo, Problem 81, or that every regular subdirect product of simple arti- 
nian rings should be unit-regular [lo, Problem 61. 
Continuing with the theme of unit-regularity, we take this opportunity to prove 
that strongly n-regular regular rings are unit-regular. Recall that a ring R is right 
n-regular if and only if for each a E R the descending chain aR 2 a’R 1 ... becomes 
stationary. Left z-regular rings are defined symmetrically, while strongly z-regular 
rings are those that are both left and right n-regular. In [5, Theoreme 1; 6, Satz 3. I] 
Dischinger proved that every right n-regular ring is left n-regular, and hence strong- 
ly n-regular. This combines with a result of Azumaya [2, Theorem 31 to show that 
if R is a right n-regular ring, then for each a E R there exist b E R and n E N such 
that ab = ba and 0” = un+ ‘6. 
For regular rings, a more direct proof of the equivalence of right and left TI- 
regularity can be given, as follows: 
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Lemma 5.6. For a regular ring R, ihe following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For each XE R there exists n E kd such that xNR =x”+‘R. 
(b) For each XE R there exists n E /‘k such that Rx” = Rx”+‘. 
(c) For each XE R there exists n E ~PJ such that r.ann(x”) = r.ann(x”+ ‘). 
(d) For each XE R there exists n E kd such that l.ann(x”) = l.ann(x/’ “). 
Proof. (a)*(d). This is clear. 
(d)=(b). We first show that R is directly finite. If x,y~ R with xy= 1, then 
X “+‘y”+’ = 1 for any nE iN, whence (1 -y”+‘xn+‘)y”+’ =O. By (d), we may choose 
n such that 
l.ann(y”) = l.ann(y” + ‘), 
so that (1 -yn+‘xn+‘)y”=O and hence 
Y”=Y 
I? t IxI’ t I yn = y” + lxx”ly” = y” + lx. 
Thus yx=x”y”yx=x”y”+’ x=x”y” = 1, proving that R is indeed directly finite. 
Given any z E R, we have l.ann(z/‘) = l.ann(z”+‘) for some n E IN, whence RL”= 
RZ n+‘. Now Rz” is a direct summand of RR and so is directly finite. Since Rz”+ ’ 
is a direct summand of Rz”, it cannot be proper, and therefore Rz”+’ = Rz”. 
(b)* (c)a (a). This now follows by symmetry. q 
Lemma 5.7. Let R be a regular ring, let XE R, and set K, =r.ann(x”) for all 
n=O, 1,2,... Then 
(xR + K,,)/xR E K,/(x”R n K, ) 
for aN n. 
Proof. All the right ideals mentioned are principal and are direct summands of RK. 
Since K, = 0 and x”R = R, we have 
n-l 
(xR + K, )/xR ~ 0 (xR + Ki, 1 )/(xR + K;), 
i=O 
II- 1 
K,/(x”RnK,)&(x’RflK,)/(x’+lRnK,). 
r=O 
Hence, we need only show that (xR + K,, , )/(xR + K,) z (x/R fl K, )/(x” ‘R n K, ) 
for all i. 
First note that 
(xR+K,+,)4xR+K;)=(xR+K;+K,+,)/(xR+K;) 
g K;+I/[(xR+Ki)nK,+,] 
=K,+,A(xRnK,+,)+K,l. 
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As x’K;+ , <x’R fl K, and x’[(xR Cl K,, , ) + K,] 5x’+ ‘R fl K, , left multiplication by 
x’ induces a homomorphism 
f: K,+,/[(xRnK,+,)+K,]+(x’ROK,)/(x’+’RnK,). 
Given ytzx’RnK,, we have y=x’a for some aE R, and xii’s =xy= 0, whence 
aEK,, ,. Thus x’R (3 K, sx'K,+ , , from which we see that f is surjective. 
Given ZEK,,, such that x’z~x’+‘RfIK,, we have x’~=x”‘b for some bER, 
and ~“~b=x(x’z)=O, whence xbExRfIK,+,. Also, z-xbEK,, and so 
zE(xRfIK;+,)+K; 
This proves that f is injective, and therefore f is an isomorphism. 0 
Theorem 5.8. Any strongly n-regular regular ring R is unit-regular. 
Proof. Let x E R. There exists n E IN such that 
xrrR = x” + 1 R and r.ann.(x”) = r.ann(x”+‘). 
Set K, = r.ann(x’) for i= 1, n ; then 
(xR + K,)/xR E K,/(x”R fl K,) 
by Lemma 5.7. We claim that xR + K, = R and x”R fl K, = 0. 
Given aeR, we have x”aEx”R=x”“R, whence x”a=x”“b for some bER, 
and so a-xbEK,,. Thus xR + K,, = R. Given c EX”R fl K, , we have c =x”d for 
some do R, and x ’ “d=xc=O. Now 
C/E r.ann(x”+‘) = r.ann(x”), 
whence c = x”d = 0. Thus x”R f7 K, = 0. 
Therefore R/xR= K, . Since this holds for all XER, we conclude from [lo, 
Theorem 4. l] that R is unit-regular. 0 
A privately circulated proof of Theorem 5.8, given by the first author to Shirley, 
appears in [22]. In [15, Theorem 21, Hartwig proved that a strongly n-regular 
regular ring R is unit-regular if and only if for all a, b E R, the Drazin inverses of 
ab and ba are similar. Consequently, the latter condition holds in any strongly E 
regular regular ring. 
Corollary 5.9. Let R be a regular ring. Then the follo wing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) R is strongly rr-regular. 
(b) For each SE R there exist a unit u E R and n E N such that xux=x and 
,PLl = ux”. 
(c) For each x E R there exist y E R and n E N such that xyx = x and x’y = yx”. 
Proof. (a) = (b). By [2, Theorem 31, there exist y E R and n E N such that xy = yx and 
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X”=X”tl y. It follows that the element e=x”_V is an idempotent, with ex=xe. Note 
that ex is a unit of eRe, with inverse ey. Since (1 -e)R(l -e) is unit-regular, by 
Theorem 5.8, there is a unit u of (1 - e)R(l -e) such that 
(1 -e)xu(l -e)x= (1 -e)x. 
Clearly, u=e_y+ u is a unit of R with xux=x. As x”=x”‘y, we see that x’= 
exn = (ex)“, and so X”U=UX”. 
(b)=(c). A priori. 
(c)=(a). Given x,y as in (c), we have x” = xyx” =x”+ ‘y. Therefore R is strongly 
n-regular. 0 
6. Strongly n-regular rings 
That all strongly n-regular regular rings are unit-regular (Theorem 5.8) leads us 
to ask whether all strongly n-regular rings have stable range 1. Further motivation 
is provided by the result that any strongly n-regular ring whose primitive factor rings 
are artinian has stable range 1 [ 18, Theorem B]. While the general question remains 
open, we are able to reduce it to a regularity problem. 
Recall that any strongly n-regular ring R satisfies Fitting’s Lemma, that is, given 
any a~ R there is a positive integer n such that 
R, = a”R@r.ann(n”) 
[6, Bemerkung, p.39; 1, Proposition 2.31. Hence, there is an idempotent erR, 
which commutes with a, such that ea is a unit of eRe while (1 -e)a is nilpotent. In 
particular, all non-zero-divisors in R are units, and so, for instance, Theorem 2.2 
applies in case R is an algebra over an uncountable field and contains no uncoun- 
table direct sums of nonzero right or left ideals. 
Definition. A corner of a ring R is any (non-unital) subring eRe where e is an idem- 
potent in R. An element x6eRe is regular (in eRe) if there exists y~eRe such that 
xyx=x. (It is equivalent for x to be regular in R, for if ZE R with x~=x, then also 
x(eze)x=x.) Similarly, x is unit-regular in eRe if there exists a unit u of eRe such 
that xux = x. 
Theorem 6.1. Let R be a strongly n-regular ring. Then R has stable range 1 if and 
only if every nilpotent regular element of each corner of R is unit-regular in that 
corner. 
Proof. First assume that R has stable range 1, and let a be a (nilpotent) regular ele- 
ment of some corner eRe. Then axa = a for some XE eRe. As R has stable range 1, 
so does eRe. Hence, from the equation 
ax+(e-ax) = e 
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we obtain y~eRe such that the element u =a+ (e- ax)y is a unit of eRe. Since 
ax(e-ax)=O, we obtain axu=axa=a, whence ax=au ’ and then au~‘a=axa=a. 
Therefore a is unit-regular in eRe. 
Conversely, assume that every nilpotent regular element of each corner of R is 
unit-regular in that corner. We want to show that given a,x, b E R with 0x-t b = 1, 
there exists y E R such that a + by is a unit. 
Case 1. a is nilpotent, b is idempotent, and ba =O. Here a= (ax+ b)a=axu, and 
so a is regular in R. By assumption (since R is a corner of itself), there exists a unit 
u E R such that auu =a. Note that 
(1 - b)R = axR = aR = auR, 
whence 1 -b =au(l - 6). It follows that 
(au-b)*=au-aub+b=au(l-b)+b= 1, 
and hence au - b is a unit. Thus a - bu ’ is a unit. 
Observe that the same argument yields the corresponding conclusion for Case 1 
in any corner of R. 
Case 2. b is idempotent, and ba = 0. By strong rr-regularity, R, = u”R@ r.ann(u”) 
for some positive integer n. There is an idempotent eE R such that eR=r.ann(a”) 
and(1-e)R=cr”R.Thenea=ae,whi1e(ea)n=Oand(1-e)aisaunitof(1-e)R(1-e). 
Also, 
b( 1 ~ e) E ba”R = 0, 
whence b = be, and so eb is an idempotent in eRe. 
Since ax+ b = 1 while ea = ae and b = be, we compute that 
(ea)(exe) + (eb) = e(ax+ b)e = e. 
Also, ea is nilpotent, eb is idempotent, and (eb)(ea) =ebae=O. Applying Case 1 in 
the corner eRe, we obtain an element y E eRe such that ea + eby is a unit of eRe. As 
(1 -e)a is a unit of (1 - e)R(l -e), it follows that a+eby is a unit of R. 
From b = be we see that (b - eb)* = 0, whence 1 -b + eb is a unit. Consequently, 
with the observation that 
(1 -b+eb)(a+by) = u+eby, 
we conclude that a+ by is a unit. 
Cuse 3. The general case. By strong z-regularity, R, = b”R@r.ann(b”) for some 
positive integer n. There is an idempotent e E R such that eR = b”R and (1 - e)R = 
r.ann(b”). Note that 
ax(l+b+...+b”m’)=(l-b)(l+b+...+b” ‘)= l-b”. 
Hence, if ~=x(l+b+~~~+b”~‘), then crz=l-b”. 
Since b”(l -e) =O, we obtain az(1 -e) = 1 -e, and so 
[(l -e)a][z(l -e)]+e= 1. 
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Applying Case 2, there exists ye R such that the element 
a+e(y-a) = (1 -e)a+ey 
is a unit in R. However, e(Y-a)=b”y’=by” for some y’,y”e R, and therefore 
a+ by” is a unit in R. q 
Corollary 6.2. Let R be a strongly z-regular ring. If every element of R is a sum 
of a unit plus a central unit, then R has stable range 1. 
Proof. We show that any nilpotent regular element a in any corner eRe is unit- 
regular in eRe. First, axa = a for some x E eRe. By hypothesis, there exists a central 
unit UER such that x-u is a unit of R. Then u =ue is a central unit in eRe, and 
x- u = (x- u)e is a unit in eRe. 
Now au is a nilpotent element of eRe, and so e - au is a unit in eRe; let w be its 
inverse. Since a commutes with e-au, it also commutes with w. Thus 
a(x-u)wa = a(x-o)aw = (a-a2u)w = a(e-au)w = a. 
Since (x- u)w is a unit of eRe, this proves that a is unit-regular in eRe. 0 
Corollary 6.2 first of all requires a strongly n-regular ring R in which every ele- 
ment is a sum of two units. This holds quite often, for instance when 3 E R. Namely, 
given any x E R there exists an idempotent e E R, which commutes with x, such that 
ex is nilpotent while (1 - e)x is a unit in (1 - e)R( 1 - e). Then x is the sum of the units 
Alternatively, there exists an idempotent f E R, which commutes with x, such that 
f(x- 1) is nilpotent while (1 -f)(x- 1) is a unit in (1 -f)R(l -f). Thenxis the sum 
of the units 
(y-G- l)+(i)) + (1 -f)(x- 1) and 
7. Commutative rings 
In this section, we present two constructions which associate to commutative rings 
R commutative overrings S whose stable range we can control. On the one hand, 
we can construct S so that all non-zero-divisors in S are units and S has the same 
stable range as R. This allows us to see that if we drop the uncountability assump- 
tion in Theorem 2.3, the conclusion may fail even in the commutative case. On the 
other hand, we can construct an overring S, having stable range one, in a more or 
less canonical fashion, with which we derive a weak but general cancellation result 
for modules over arbitrary commutative rings. 
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Recall that a ring R satisfies the n-stable range condition (for a given positive in- 
teger n) if whenever a,, . . . , a,,+, E R with a, R + ... + a,,+ 1 R = R, there exist elements 
b ,, . . . , b,, E R such that 
@,+a,+1 b,)R+...+(a,+a,,+,b,)R = R. 
If n is the least positive integer such that R satisfies the n-stable range condition, 
then R is said to have stable range n, and we write sr(R)=n. 
Lemma 7.1. Let S be a commutative ring such that S = R @ I for some unital subring 
R and some (von Neumann) regular ideal I. Assume that for each non-unit r E R and 
each a E I there exists a nonzero element b E I such that rb = 0 and ab = 0. Then 
(a) S is its own total quotient ring, i.e., all non-zero-divisors in S are units. 
(b) sr(S) = sr(R). 
(c) If J(R)Z= 0, then J(S) = J(R). 
Proof. (a) Let s be a non-zero-divisor in S, and write s = r + a for some r E R, a E I. 
Note that r must be a unit of R, since otherwise there exists a nonzero b E I such 
that (T+ a)b =O. Hence, after replacing s by Y’s, we may assume that s= 1 +a. 
Then s2 -s E I. Since I is regular, 
s2 -s E (s2 - s)I(s2 -s), 
and so s es2S, say s=s’t for some t E S. As s is a non-zero-divisor, this implies 
st = 1, and s is a unit, as desired. 
(b) Clearly sr(R)<sr(S), because R is a homomorphic image of S. 
Since I is regular, it is a directed union of ideals el for idempotents e E I. For each 
idempotent eE I, we observe that 
R+eI=(l-e)R+eI=Rxel 
as rings. The commutative regular ring el is unit-regular [lo, Corollary 4.21 and so 
has stable range 1, whence sr(R + el) = sr(R). Thus S is a directed union of unital 
subrings having the same stable range as R, and therefore sr(S)<sr(R). 
(c) Suppose first that J(R) = 0. Since S/Z= R we have J(S) c I. But then J(S) is 
generated by idempotents, because I is regular. Hence, J(S) = 0 in this case. 
Now in the general case we see that J(R)I=O implies that J(R) is an ideal of S. 
Thus J(R) c J(S). Also, we have 
S/J(R) = [R/J(R)] @ [(I+ J(R))/J(R)] 
with (I+ J(R))/J(R) a regular ideal of S/J(R). As in the paragraph above, we obtain 
J(S/J(R)) = 0, and therefore J(S) c J(R). 0 
Proposition 7.2. Let R be a commutative ring. Then there exists a commutative 
overring S 1 R such that 
(a) S is its own total quotient ring. 
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(b) sr(S) = sr(R). 
(c) R is isomorphic to a factor ring of S. 
(d) J(S) = J(R). 
(e) If R is countable and semiprimitive, then S can be chosen to be a subdirect 
product of countably many fields. 
Proof. Choose a set &of maximal ideals of R such that each non-unit in R lies in 
at least one ideal from A. For each ME .I& and n E N put Ac,v,nI = R/M, and set 
I= @ 4, n). 
(M,n)~.I/xlh 
Then I is a non-unital commutative regular R-algebra, and we make the abelian 
group S= R@I into a ring with multiplication defined by the rule 
(r, a)(r’, a’) = (rr’, ra’+ ar’+ aa’). 
We identify R with the unital subring R@O of S, so that S is a commutative overring 
of R, and we identify I with the ideal O@I of S. 
Given a non-unit r E R and a nonzero element a E I, there exist ME &! and n E N 
such that reA4 and the (M, n)-component of a is zero. If b EZ is defined to have 1 
in its (M, n)-component while all other components are zero, then rb = ab = 0. This 
verifies the main hypothesis of Lemma 7.1. Note also that J(R)Z=O. 
Conditions (a)-(d) now follow from Lemma 7.1. 
(e) Since R is countable, we may choose JY to be countable, in which case S is 
countable. As also J(S) = J(R) = 0, some countable intersection of maximal ideals 
of S must be zero. El 
Corollary 1.3. Given any positive integer n, there exists a commutative Q-algebra 
S such that S is its own total quotient ring and S is a subdirect product of countably 
many fields, while sr(S) = n. 
Proof. Let R be a polynomial ring in n - 1 independent indeterminates over Q. By 
[25, Theorem 81, sr(R)=n, and we apply Proposition 7.2. c1 
It is perhaps of some interest to note that we can associate with each commutative 
ring R, in a more or less canonical way, a commutative overring R’ which has stable 
range 1 and such that we have some information about the structure of R’ as an R- 
module, namely that R’ is a directed union of pure free R-submodules. Recall that 
a submodule B of an R-module A is said to be pure if for every R-module M, the 
natural map B@,M+A@,M is injective. We shall make use of the following 
simple results: 
Lemma 1.4. Let R be a commutative ring and X an indeterminate. 
(a) rf an R-module A is a directed union of pure free submodules, then A is also 
a directed union of finitely generated pure free submodules. 
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(b) Let B be a pure submodule of un R-module A. If SE R acts invertibly on A, 
then s-‘B is a pure submodule of A. 
(c) If A is an R-module and f E R [X] is a primitive polynomial, then f is a non- 
zero-divisor on A[X]. 
(d) If Z is a multiplicative set of primitive polynomials in R [Xl, then R [X] is a 
pure R-submodule of R[X],. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that A is a directed union of pure free submodules F,. Now 
each F; is the directed union of all its finitely generated free direct summands, G, 
say. It is clear that each G,J is a pure submodule of A and that A is a directed union 
of the G,,. 
(b) For any R-module M, the natural map SC’B@~M+A@,M factors as 
The first and third of these maps are isomorphisms, and the middle map is injective 
because B is pure in A. 
(c) Suppose that fg = 0 for some ge A[X]. We may assume that A is generated 
by the coefficients of g, and then we must show that A =O. If not, A is a nonzero 
finitely generated module and so it contains a maximal submodule B. Now A/B= 
R/M for some maximal ideal M of R. Since f is primitive, its image f # in (R/M)[X] 
is nonzero, and since the coefficients of g generate A, its image g# in (A/B)[X] is 
nonzero. However, f #g# =O, which contradicts the fact that (R/M)[X] is a 
domain. 
(d) Let A be any R-module. We must prove that the natural map 
RF]@,A +RWl,-@,A 
is injective, or equivalently, that the map A[X] + A[X], is injective. This follows 
from (c). U 
Lemma 7.5. Let R=R,c RI c ... c R, be a finite sequence of commutative rings 
such that R, + , =R,[X,+,]cc,+,,fori=O,l ,..., n-l, whereX,+, isun indeterminate 
and E(i+ 1) is a multiplicative set of primitive polynomials in R,[X,+ ,I, Then 
R[X,, . . . , X,,] is a pure R-submodule of R,,. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n, the case n = 0 being obvious. Now assume 
that n>Oand that R[X,, . . . . X,, , ] is a pure R-submodule of R,_ , . Then R[X,, . . . ,X,1 
is a pure R-submodule of R,,_ , [X,]. By Lemma 7.4(d), R,,_ , [X,,] is a pure R,_ ,- 
submodule of R,,, and hence a pure R-submodule. Therefore R [X,, . . . ,X,1 is a 
pure R-submodule of R,. 0 
Proposition 7.6. Let R be u commututive ring. Then there exists a commutative 
overring R’> R such that 
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(a) R’ has stable range 1. 
(b) Every ring homomorphism R -+ S, where S is a commutative ring with stable 
range 1, can be extended to a ring homomorphism R’ - S. 
(c) R’ is a directed union of finitely generated pure free R-submodules. 
Proof. Let {(a,, b;) 1 i E IO} be the set of all pairs (a;, b;) E R* such that a;R + b,R = R. 
Let {Xj 1 iEZ,} be a set of independent indeterminates, and define R, to be the 
localization of the polynomial ring R[X, / ie I,] at the multiplicative set E(l) 
generated by all the primitive polynomials ai + b,X, for i E I,. By applying the same 
procedure to R, instead of R, and so on, we can construct inductively a sequence 
of commutative rings R = RO C R, C_ R2 C ... . Define R’ to be the union of all the 
R,. Clearly R’ is a commutative overring of R which by construction has stable 
range 1, and (b) is clear. 
(c) From Lemma 7.5, it follows easily that the ring 
is a pure R-submodule of R’. Since R’ is a localization of T with respect to a 
multiplicative set ,Y (generated by Z(1) U Z(2) U . ..). we have that R’ is a directed 
union of T-submodules s-IT, for .sEZ. As Tcs-‘Tc R’, Lemma 7.4(b) shows that 
s-‘T is a pure R-submodule of R’. But s-‘Tz T, which is a free R-module, and so 
we conclude that R’ is a directed union of pure free R-submodules. Condition (c) 
now follows from Lemma 7.4(a). 0 
As an application of Proposition 7.6 we obtain the following cancellation result: 
Corollary 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring. Then there exists an R-module F such 
that 
(a) F is a directed union of finitely generated pure free submodules. 
(b) If A, B, P are any R-modules with P finitely generated projective and A@ Pz 
B@ P, then F@,A G FOR B. If in addition A is finitely generated, we obtain in 
particular that A is isomorphic to a submodule of B” for some n E N. 
Proof. Let F be the ring R’ constructed in Proposition 7.6, viewed as an R-module. 
Then (a) is given. For (b), note that because R’ has stable range 1, any finitely 
generated projective R’-module - in particular, R’BRP - cancels from direct 
sums. Thus R’ORA z R’ORB as R’-modules, and hence as R-modules. The final 
comment follows from the observation that FO,A (respectively, F@,B) is a 
directed union of finite direct sums of copies of A (respectively, B). 0 
We remark that in the situation of Corollary 7.7(b), if A, B, P are all finitely ge- 
nerated projective, then it is known that A” = B” for some n E IN [l 1, Theorem 2.31. 
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Note added in proof 
(1) Handelman has pointed out to us that unitary l-stable range for unital com- 
plex finite Rickart C*-algebras (Theorem 4.3) also follows from [B. Blackadar and 
D. Handelman, Dimension functions and traces on C*-algebras, J. Funct. Anal. 45 
(1982) 297-340; Proposition 111.2.41 combined with [13, Theorem 4.11. 
(2) The uncountable field hypothesis in several of our unit-regularity results - 
Theorem 5.2 and Corollaries 5.3, 5.5 - is now known not to be redundant. C.-L. 
Chuang and P.-H, Lee have constructed an example of a regular ring which is not 
unit-regular but which is a subdirect product of countably many simple artinian 
rings [On regular subdirect products of simple artinian rings, to appear]. 
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